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Java Virtual Machine Profiler Interface

We present the Java Virtual Machine Profiler Interface ( JVMPI ) in this paper. ... of

the Java programming Ianguage3 and the Java virtual machine.2 ...
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The Java Community Process(SM) Program - JSRs: Java Specification ...

JSR 290: JavaTM Language & XML User Interface Markup Integration .... Include

version information for the profile or platform in your answer. ...
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The Java Community Process(SM) Program - JSRs: Java Specification ...

Foundation Profile provides core non-graphics Java libraries such as support for the

Java language, networking, I/O, and utilities. ...
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Java virtual machine profiler interface

We present the JavaTM Virtual Machine Profiler Interface (JVMPI), which defines a

... 3 James Gosling , Bill Joy , Guy L. Steele, The Java Language ...
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Java Language Binding

Appendix D: Java Language Binding. This appendix contains the complete Java

binding for the .... public void setProfile(String profile); } public interface ...
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Java Virtual Machine Profiler Interface

The Java Virtual Machine Profiler Interface (JVMPI) is an experimental ... The
profiling agent is implemented as an integrated language environment (ILE) ...
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Java(TM) 2 Platform Standard Edition 5.0

The Java Programming Language is a general-purpose, concurrent, The Java

Virtual Machine Profiler Interface (JVMPI) has been deprecated. ...

java.sun.com/j2se/1 .5.0/docs/guide/index.html - 31k - Cached - Similar pages

Java(TM) 2 SDK Documentation
Java Virtual Machine Profiler Interface (JVMPI), docs ... An example-filled guide to

the Java programming language and core APIs, website. Effective Java ...
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Uses of Interface com.hp.hpl.iena.ontoloqy.Profile (Jena Framework)
Uses of Interface com. hp. hpl.jena. ontology. Profile ... getProfile(java.lang. String uri)

Answer the language profile for the given language URI, ...

jena.sourceforge.net/javadoc/com/hp/hpl/jena/ontology/class>use/Profile.html - 14k -
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Java Virtual Machine Profiler Interface - What does JVMPI stand ...

Definition of Java Virtual Machine Profiler Interface in the list of acronyms and
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Kelly O'Hair's Blog: Heap Dump Snapshots
Alan recently blogged about heap dumps are back and Sundar blogged about OQL.
These all use the old and historic HPROF binary heap dump format as the "heap ...

weblogs.java.net/blog/kellyohair/archive/2005/09/heap_dump_snaps.html - 17k -
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Alan Bateman : Weblog
The heap dump is a dump of all the live objects and classes. ... This example uses

the jmap utility to generate a heap dump of the java application running ...
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Java profiling - memory debugging
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Alan Bateman : Weblog
The heap dump is a dump of all the live objects and classes. ... HAT was very useful

as it allowed developers to browse the heap dump, and do rudimentary ...
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Enabling automated heap dump generation

Use this task to enable automated heap dump generation. This function is not

supported when using a Sun Java virtual machine (JVM) which includes WebSphere

publib.boulder.ibm.com/.../v6r0/topic/com.
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hat: Java(tm) Heap Analysis Tool 1.1 (HAT)
HAT is a program that analyzes a heap dump file for Java programs. This tool can

help a developer to debug and analyze the objects in a running Java program ...

https://hat.dev.java.net/ - 15k - Jun 19, 2007 - Cached - Similar pages

hat: Java Heap Analysis Tool

This document describes a heap dump file for Java programs, and a tool to analyze

these files. This tool can help you to debug an analyze the objects in a ...

https://hat.dev.java.net/doc/README.html - 24k - Cached - Similar pages

Symptoms
If the heap dump or other monitoring tools reveal that the server and your

appliciation(s) actually are not running out of heap memory then an ...
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If an appserver hangs or dies: WAS v5.1

You cannot feed an IBM heapdump to an Hprof tool such as Heap Analysis ... You
must choose the format (Hprof or IBM) of the heapdump generated by your JVM. ...

www.skywayradio.com/tech/WAS51/appserver_hangs.html - 69k -
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SAP Network Blog: The amazing new heap dump feature in JDK 1.4.2 12

More information about the amazing new .hprof heap dump feature in JDK 1.4.2_12.

https://weblogs.sdn.sap.com/pub/wlg/3800 - 17k - Cached - Similar pages

alphaWorks : HeapAnalyzer : Overview
HeapAnalyzer allows the finding of a possible Java™ heap leak area through its

heuristic search engine and analysis of the JavaTM heap dump in Java ...
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